
SUDOKOTHELLOPHOBIA : WRITING

HYPERTEXTUALLY, PERFORMATIVELY

ROB CONKIE

If you are an adventurous (or hypertextual, per-
haps performative) reader I invite you to skip
this introduction and go straight to the puzzle
(you can always come back); what follows here is
an orientation, a way into and around the main
body of this article. If, as Umberto Eco writes,
‘A title must muddle the reader’s ideas, not reg-
iment them’,1 then the next few pages aim to
(slightly) un-muddle, though certainly not regi-
ment, access to the puzzle through explanation of
my title and method. I feel, at once, that I should
apologize for this title and perhaps I would have
abandoned the initial monstrosity altogether had
its tripartite awkwardness not so neatly encapsu-
lated the method. Writing about (Shakespearian)
performance often involves such apologies, espe-
cially when the writing is deliberately method-
ological rather than descriptive of performance
itself – I mean not writing about performance,
but writing about writing about performance –
and this is perhaps a tacit acknowledgement that
writing cannot hope to reproduce a given pro-
duction, neither its materiality nor ephemerality.
Mike Pearson and Michael Shanks, to whom I
will return, defend their discrete disciplines of the-
atre and archaeology with ‘Apologia’ before less
apologetically and less obviously bringing them
together into a fruitful interdisciplinary blend.2

Michael Dobson begins his reflection on ‘Writ-
ing about [Shakespearian] Performance’ most def-
erentially (which is not always the way he writes
about Shakespearian performances): ‘I should apol-
ogize first of all for starting this chapter thus in the
first person’ and then he further excuses the arti-

cle, which is ‘purely personal’ and ‘very cursory
and simplistic’; he also defends a title about which
he feels uncomfortable.3 Broken down, my title
reveals an attempt to create a form of writing which
thickly describes Shakespearian production –
in this case an adaptation of Othello I directed in
2003/4 called Othellophobia – and to weave together
the most pressing textual and contextual concerns.
Thus: the form of the writing is (post)structured by
the number puzzle sudoku; the content is Shake-
speare’s Othello – the text itself, its more recent
production history and the way that my produc-
tion shaped the play; and the analysis of the con-
tent, which is facilitated by the form, is represented
by phobia, which signals my concern here with
(sub)textual and cultural anxieties generated and
sustained by the play in performance.

My role not just as director of Othellophobia,
but as facilitator of a wide-ranging collabora-
tive process, focused my thoughts on wanting to
document far more than what actually and finally
happened on the stage (on any given night, or as
recorded onto DVD). I developed a goal akin to
that expressed by Ric Knowles, which ‘is to artic-
ulate and apply a method for achieving a more pre-
cise and more fully contextualized and politicized
understanding of how meaning is produced in the

1 Reflections on The Name of the Rose (London, 1985), p. 3.
2 Theatre/Archaeology (London, 2001), pp. 14, 29, 53–67.
3 ‘Writing about [Shakespearian] Performance’, Shakespeare

Survey 58 (Cambridge, 2005), 160–8, p. 160.
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theatre’.4 Knowles’s excellent book, to my mind,
certainly achieves this via his various analyses, but
his skilful readings of the materials of these theatres,
are, for the most part, ‘readerly’ and confirmed as
opposed to the ‘writerly’ and open text/s that I was
hoping to produce. In searching for this Barthe-
sian5 multivalence I imagined a kind of hard-copy
hypertext, whereby, to some extent, the freedom to
cross-link, as on the internet, would be available to
the reader of the following pages. George Landow
defines hypertext as ‘text composed of blocks of
words (or images) linked electronically by multiple
paths, chains or trails in an open-ended, perpet-
ually unfinished textuality’.6 Though not linked
electronically, the blocks of words, what Barthes
calls ‘lexia’, enable such paths through the juxtapo-
sition and interplay of, for example, aspects of the
rehearsal process with the way the production was
received in the press. The documentation of perfor-
mance/art offers a further methodological prece-
dent for this type of interaction: such work has
attempted to incorporate documentation within
the work itself and thus to deconstruct product-
centred analyses by making process a visible prior-
ity.7 The form of sudoku foregrounds precisely this
type of deconstruction and incorporation through
the post/structure of nine pages with nine blocks
(of words/images) to each page: though the box in
the top left corner of the first page and the box in
the bottom right corner of the last page ostensi-
bly appear as starting and finishing points, entry to,
exit from and movement within the article is not
bound by conventional linearity.8

Whether this sense of open-endedness actu-
ally produces a ‘perpetually unfinished textual-
ity’ is another matter; you can obviously read all
of the boxes, although perhaps you could con-
tinue to find new resonances between them and
to other external texts. Marvin Carlson’s seduc-
tive notion that ‘Performance by its nature resists
conclusions, just as it resists the sort of defini-
tions, boundaries, and limits so useful to tradi-
tional academic writing and academic structures’9

might appear strategically apposite for my project
given its implicit encouragement to test performa-
tive boundaries through challenges to ‘traditional

academic writing’ but (Shakespearian) perfor-
mance seems to me to embrace conclusions, if
not a conclusion: the final line of a text, a cur-
tain call, Othello is noble, Othello is a monster.
Also helpful here is Pearson and Shanks’s obser-
vation that ‘Rather than pretending to be a final
and complete account of things, a closure, the per-
formance document, an equivalent of the dramatic
text, might be in itself equally fragmentary, partial
and encouraging of interpretation.’10 This text is
exemplary of my method: in fact, in attempting
to demystify those processes, practical and theo-
retical, which co-create the meaning of Othello as it
is staged as Othellophobia, less of the actual produc-
tion is revealed than might be by a more traditional
theatre ‘review’; instead, this space is ceded to other
priorities and the performance document becomes
increasingly fragmentary and partial and, hope-
fully, more ‘encouraging of interpretation’. It is this
notion of the reader being what Barthes calls ‘a pro-
ducer of the text’, of choosing how to read it and
how to make meaning of it (or, Hawkes-like, mean
through it11) which constitutes the writing/reading
as performative. For just as J. L. Austin characterises
performative speech acts as those utterances which
also enact, which say and do something, this article
offers writing which actively encourages, perhaps

4 Reading the Material Theatre (Cambridge, 2004), p. 9.
5 These oft-rehearsed ideas come from Roland Barthes, S/Z,

trans. Richard Miller (New York, 1974), pp. 3–16.
6 Cited in Gabriella Giannachi, Virtual Theatres: An Introduction

(London, 2004), p. 13.
7 I am indebted to Synne K. Behrndt for steering me both

through this discourse and towards Matthew Goulish, 39

Microlectures: in proximity of performance (London, 2000) and

Tim Etchells, Certain Fragments: Contemporary Performance and

Forced Entertainment (London, 1999).
8 Indeed, the puzzle represents an ironic reversal of the com-

monplace observation of documentation of Shakespearian

theatre: that the writing palely and partially reflects the per-

formance. In this case the documentation is perhaps more

interesting and layered and provocative than the performance

(or its DVD recording) itself.
9 Performance: A Critical Introduction (London, 1996), p. 189.

10 Theatre/Archaeology, p. 13.
11 Terence Hawkes, Meaning by Shakespeare (London, 1992).
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demands, interpretation, a critical performance on
behalf of the reader.12

Published within a year of each other, two seem-
ingly independent – neither cites the other (though
each is in the other’s acknowledgements) – and yet
strikingly similar articulations of this idea help fur-
ther to explicate the notion of performative writing
as I am here practising it:

‘Meaning’ in a given performance situation – the social

and cultural work done by the performance, its perfor-

mativity, and its force – is the effect of all these sys-

tems and each pole of the interpretative triangle [of

performance text, conditions of production and condi-

tions of reception] working dynamically and relationally

together.13

. . . the work of scripted drama and its performance,

what we might call ‘dramatic performativity’ – the rela-

tionship between the verbal text and the conventions (or,

to use Butler’s term, ‘regimes’) of behaviour that give it

meaningful force as performed action.14

Both texts are concerned with performativity, with
inter-relationships, meaning and force but there are
subtle differences: the first, by Knowles, character-
izes performativity as a result or effect; the per-
formance, through the conjunction of a series of
material factors – including, for example, script,
design, the actors, working conditions, audito-
rium, audience amenities, ticket prices, cultural
moment of reception – produces a performative
force, its meaning. The second, by W. B. Worthen,
expresses performativity more as a process, whereby
a series of citations – to ‘regimes’ such as modes
of performing identity or subjectivity, historical
reconstruction and authenticity or globalization –
produces the meaning/s of performance. Thus,
I am concerned with the way both Othello and
Othellophobia generate/d meanings as a result of
their material construction and with how their
citation of various discourses, historical and con-
temporary, enabled this meaning. Allow me to
summarize this as simply as I can: this article docu-
ments an adaptation of Shakespeare’s Othello which
is hypertextual in the way it weaves together the
different narratives and discourses which shaped
its production and reception. The hypertextuality

facilitates the article as performative in that it: one,
reveals a thick description of the production in
action; two, explores the effect of that action, how
the play means; and three, demonstrates how that
meaning is contingent upon a series of citations, the
recognition of which might otherwise be elided or
occluded.

The puzzle of sudoku requires that every row,
every column and every 3 × 3 box contains the
numbers 1–9.15 As I have adapted the puzzle for
this article, the nine boxes concern different aspects
of the production, some of which inevitably over-
lap, and given that every row, column and box (in
this case, a single page of the puzzle) must contain
each of the numbers 1 through 9 only once, the
form of the puzzle affirms the notion that each of
these spheres, narratives, discourses and practices is
equally (or near-equally) as important as any of the
others in (in)determining the meaning of the play.
The boxes have ghosted numbers and the numbers
decode as follows:
1. textual – the text of the production was heav-

ily filleted in order to play through 90 min-
utes without an interval and to leave space for
the physical dimension of the production; these
boxes provide an edited selection of those parts
of the text which were most relevant to the over-
all conception of the production.

2. theoretical – much of the theoretical under-
pinning of the production was drawn from lit-
erary or theatre studies; the practice of the
production – including martial arts, dance and
clowning – was far more interdisciplinary.

3. anecdotal / personal / cultural – this is a tes-
timony of how personally invested I (and oth-
ers) was/were in the work and how the play
shaped the participants’ personal lives through-
out the production; John Russell Brown writes
that ‘any full account of performance must go

12 See Jonathan Culler, Literary Theory: A Very Short Introduction

(Oxford, 1997), chapter 7.
13 Reading the Material Theatre, p. 19.
14 W. B. Worthen, Shakespeare and the Force of Modern Performance

(Cambridge, 2003), p. 3.
15 www.sudoku.com/, accessed 10 January 2006.
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beyond mere quotation or factual description
and call upon impressionistic and very personal
reconstruction.’16

4. rehearsal processes – this process was
extremely collaborative so that I became
almost a facilitator of the production, as
much as a director: the other creative authors
included; the designer/producer, choreogra-
pher, bouffon director, composer, voice/text
coach, assistant director and, of course, the
actors.

5. production history – this was predominantly
the recent stage history of the play and there
were many to choose from in 2003/4 in the
UK as post-colonial Britain continued to wres-
tle with its own phobias.

6. finished production – there were two versions
of the production, as outlined in the puzzle.

7. critical reception – the production was
reviewed by The Bath Chronicle, Times Educa-
tional Supplement, The Stage and Time Out, and
by colleagues, mostly from The University of
Winchester.

8. pedagogical – this mainly concerned a second-
year class at The University of Winchester called
‘Shakespeare and Ideology’, which ran concur-
rently with the production of the play.

9. visual/photographic – these are images taken
from the DVD recording of the production
and contemporary and historical paintings and
photographs which inspired or influenced the
work.

The nine pages are arranged, in no particular order
of importance, according to themes:
1. sexuality
2. emotion
3. history
4. stereotypes/binaries
5. animals
6. nightmare/monsters
7. race/blackness
8. stupidity
9. Desdemona

Though it can be read perfectly acceptably one
page after another, to see the puzzle as conceived,
the pages should be laid out thus:

1 2 3

4 5 6

7 8 9

This pattern, on the wall or on the floor, will allow
the reader to make connections along lines, vertical
or horizontal, or from page to page. Here are some
ways, according to degree of difficulty, the puzzle
might be read:
1. Easy: thematically – a whole page at a time, per-

haps according to the reader’s interest, for exam-
ple, the Desdemona and then the Sexuality page.

2. Moderate: follow a number – again by inter-
est, you might prioritize the production history
(5) and develop an overall sense of those pro-
duction moments that most impacted upon the
production of Othellophobia.

3. Difficult: chronologically (roughly) – you might
want to attempt to reconstruct an approximate
chronology of the production’s conception, cre-
ation and reception; this would mean reading
(perhaps) the text boxes (1), followed by the
theoretical (2) or production history (5), then
onto the anecdotal, rehearsal, pedagogical and
visual (3, 4, 8, 9), followed by the finished pro-
duction (6) and then critical reception (7).

4. Fiendish: resonances – there are deliberate con-
nections between boxes, sometimes on the
same page and sometimes across pages: you
might attune your reading to discovering such
connections; for example, boxes 2.6 (by which
I mean the box with the ghosted number six
on page 2), 8.9 and 9.5 are linked by the trope
of smudged make-up and also, less obviously,
connect to 1.3 and 3.2.

A final deferral – if you didn’t heed my initial advice
– before moving to the puzzle, and continuing
apologetically, I conclude with what I’m not doing
through this article. I am not trying to persuade
anyone to adopt my somewhat radical reading of
Othello, which for some will seem unhelpfully ide-
ological and for others obvious good sense; in

16 ‘Writing about Shakespeare’s Plays in Performance’, in Shake-

speare Performed: Essays in Honour of R. A. Foakes, ed. Grace

Ioppolo (Newark, 2000), p. 151.
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part, the catharsis of putting on the production
has (almost) cured me of such proselytising ambi-
tions. I am not, either, advocating a new form of
writing about Shakespeare in performance. I doubt
that I shall ever repeat this experiment and a col-
lection of articles in sudoku form would be obvi-
ously excessive, perhaps somewhat ridiculous. And
I am not making any startling conclusions, open-
ended or otherwise; the main conclusion of the
article, and you really should not read this before
the puzzle itself, is that the meanings of the play and
the production were hopelessly beyond my autho-
rial desire to control them (though this is perhaps
especially the case given the collaborative nature
of the project); I can proclaim with Sebastian of
Messaline that ‘My determinate voyage [was] mere
extravagancy’ (Twelfth Night 2.1.10). Though the
death of the author may have been exaggerated,
the suggestion that a production’s meaning exceeds
the designs of those authors is hardly groundbreak-
ing. I am, however, offering a consistent, if biased,

and deliberately self-invested, view of the play for
early twenty-first-century Britain; I am making
a challenge to find new and creative structures
for the documentation of (Shakespearian) perfor-
mance, including, for those more able than me, the
creation of actual hypertexts on e-journals such as
Borrowers & Lenders, which encourages ‘contrib-
utors to use the online format to its best advan-
tage, in particular, by imagining how to enhance
or illustrate their essays with multimedia (screen
captures, sound clips, images, and so on)’;17 and
I am emphasizing the hypertextual and performa-
tive as the organizing apparatus by which unfixed
and multi-layered meaning might be, at least for a
moment, grasped. Now, complete the puzzle.

17 See Borrowers and Lenders: The Journal of Shakespeare and Appro-

priation, at http://atropos.english.uga. edu/cocoon/ borrow-

ers/, accessed 4 May 2006. As far as I can tell, the ‘and so on’

has yet to be fully explored.
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